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INDEPENDENCE DAY - RESURGENCE Celebration in FRANCE on July 4,2016 in
PARIS
To be released on July 20 in FRANCE

PARIS - HOLLYWOOD - LOS ANGELES, 13.07.2016, 06:42 Time

USPA NEWS - 'Independence Day: Resurgence' is to be released July 20, 2016 in FRANCE. To celebrate this Event and, at the
same time the July 4, the U.S. National Day, was organized an Avant-Premiere at Le Grand Rex in PARIS. Fans were invited to tweet
live to win different gifts related to the Film...

'Independence Day: Resurgence' is to be released July 20, 2016 in FRANCE. To celebrate this Event and, at the same time the July 4,
the U.S. National Day, was organized an Avant-Premiere at Le Grand Rex in PARIS. Fans were invited to tweet live to win different
gifts related to the Film. A speech was given promoting the Film and The American Independence Day, asking fans to stand up, right
hand on the heart singing American National Anthem.

THE FILM : 2016 American science fiction-action film

Directed by : Roland Emmerich
Screenplay by : Roland Emmerich, Dean Devlin, Nicolas Wright, James A. Woods, James Vanderbilt
Produced by : Dean Devlin, Roland Emmerich, Harald Kloser
Starring : Liam Hemsworth, Jeff Goldblum, Jessie T. Usher, Bill Pullman, Maika Monroe, William Fichtner, Sela Ward, Charlotte
Gainsbourg, Judd Hirsch, Brent Spiner, Vivica A. Fox, Angelababy
Distributed by : 20th Century Fox
Release dates : June 20, 2016 (TCL Chinese Theatre), June 24, 2016 (United States), July 20, 2016 (France)
Running time : 129 minutes

OUR REVIEW :

During the Avant-Premiere, the atmosphere was nice and very childish. All was done to make the Event as enjoyable and profitable as
possible. The majority of 'guests' were not above 25-30 years ols, the good target for this kind of film.

About the film itself : reprising their roles from the first film are Bill Pullman, as the now slightly addled President Whitmore; Judd
Hirsch as Levinson senior and Brent Spiner as the maverick scientist and 20-year coma survivor Dr Brackish Okun. Notable by his
absence is Will Smith.

The principal newcomers to the cast are Jake (Liam Hemsworth), a rebellious pilot who has been relegated to driving a low-status
moon tug, and Patricia (Maika Monroe), fighter pilot, daughter of President Whitmore, girlfriend of Jake.

On July 2, 2016, the world is preparing to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of their survival against the invasion. On July 3, a
spherical ship with technology different from the aliens' emerges from a wormhole near the ESD's Moon defense headquarters.
Levinson believes that it belongs to another extraterrestrial race that might be benevolent and urges the world's Security Council not to
attack, but they vote to shoot it down regardless....

We thought this would be one of the biggies of the summer, combining nostalgia for an iconic 1990s mega-blockbuster with a 'requel'
that brought together much of the old cast. The ships are bigger, the catastrophe is greater, and the action is more plentiful but the rest
is in short supply, aside from some cool sci-fi ideas and a few interesting action beats. Missing any real concrete drama as the
unthinkable happens yet again. The good news is that the sequel has potential.
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